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Whether or not a meeting between Mussolini and Lenin actually happened, it is  
historically certain that in the decade between 1904 and 1914 the Russian and the 
Italian followed a very similar path, pulling apart suddenly in October 1914 and 
then proceeding in diametrically opposite directions, locked in a war between 
mortal enemies.
The current historical reading of the relationship between Lenin and Mussolini sees 
bolshevism as key to the inception of fascism, particularly as relates to methods of 
civil war. This interpretation paints the regimes as “fraternal enemies”: the commu-
nist first born passes down the technique for destroying democracy and instituting 
a single-party regime to his younger fascist sibling and rival. Emilio Gentile believes 
that this thesis has no basis in history: Mussolini condemned Lenin’s regime as far 
back as 1920, dubbing it a dictatorship of intellectual fanatics imposed on the pro-
letariat through terror. He considered communism to be a failed experiment and 
no longer saw bolshevism as a threat in Europe. One year before the fascists came 
to power, the duce made a public statement to the effect that there was no risk of 
Bolshevik revolution in Italy. 

Emilio Gentile is an historian of international renown, he is emeritus professor at
‘La Sapienza’ University of Rome. He received the Hans Sigrist Prize at the Univer-
sity of Berna for his studies on the religions of politics. Among his main works pu-
blished by Laterza, often reprinted and translated all over the world: The Cult of the
Lictor:the sacralisation of politics in fascist Italy; Politics as religion; Fascism: History
and interpretation; Fascism in three chapters; God’s democracy: American religion
after September 11 (Burzio Prize); Stone fascism; Two gunshots, ten million dead, the
end of a world; The March on Rome and Fascism in Power; The leader and the Crowd;
“In a democracy people are always sovreign” False!.

192 pages/with Illustration 
Publication Nov17

A new radical take on two
historical myths.

A unique insight into Mus-
solini’s attitude towards
Lenin, the Bolshevik revo-
lution and the Communist
regime. 

Other recent titles:

“In a democracy people are
always sovreign.” False!
sold to: Alianza (Spanish)

The Leader and the Crowd
sold to: Edhasa (Spanish)

The March on Rome and 
Fascism in Power
sold to: Edhasa (Spanish);
Gallimard (French)

Mussolini vs Lenin

Emilio Gentile

Did Mussolini and Lenin ever meet? 

Between 1902 and 1904 they both lived in 
Switzerland, both in  Geneva. It's not 
unreasonable to think they may have unwittingly 
met, maybe in the Handwerck pub...



Caporetto

Alessandro Barbero

Caporetto by Alessandro Barbero is 
a very different story to the one 

we have been told so far. 

Plunder and firing squads, burnt-out warehou-
ses, abandoned tanks and cannons, corpses
and carrion, civilians fleeing occupied Friuli,

Dantesque scenes of bridges over the Taglia-
mento blown up with thronging crowds still on

them, hoping to find safety on the other side.

October 1917: the battle of Caporetto. 24 October 2017 marks its centenary. It is a
defeat that still feeds the global stereotype of Italians as cowardly and quick to run
away. In fact, historiography has long demonstrated that the accusations levelled
by general Cadorna against his soldiers on the day after the disaster were unfoun-
ded: the Italian army was routed at Caporetto because it came up against an enemy 
that was too strong and able to take advantage of its weakness. Alessandro 
Barbero recreates and dissects all the complexities of a first world war battle: from 
the moment when the plan is laid out in the secret military headquarters to when, 
months later, hundreds of thousands of men are trapped in the mountains bet-
ween Slovenia and Friuli, in the fog and poison gas, under fire from thousands of
cannons. In these desperate conditions, Italian soldiers did their best but the cata-
strophe proved the limits of a backwards country like Italy: lack of professionalism
among its leading class, organisational chaos and abuse of communications, ineffi-
ciency, lack of foresight and widespread improvisation, complacent optimism and
rhetorical triumphalism. All of these ultimately came up against the ruthless pro-
fessionalism of the German army, including a certain lieutenant Rommel... 

Alessandro Barbero is an acclaimed scholar, known to the public at large and 
author of numerous works translated all over the world. He teaches Medieval 
History at the University of Piedmont Orientale, in Vercelli. Among his books: 
Dictionary of the Middle Ages (2011 with Chiara Frugoni); The Middle Ages. History 
of voices, story of images (1999, with Chiara Frugoni); Charlemagne. A father of 
Europe (2011); The Battle. History of Waterloo (2011); 9 August 378: The day of the 
barbarians (2012); Barbarians, immigrants, refugees, deportees in the Roman Empire 
(2012); Holy Wars. Crusades and jihad (2009); Lepanto. The battle of the three 
empires (2012); The Pope’s Words. From Gregory VII to Pope Francis (2016).

672 pages 
Publication Nov17

After the huge internatio-
nal success of Lepanto and
Waterloo, Barbero turns
his great historical mastery
to another epic clash. 

Other recent titles:

The Pope’s Words.
From Gregory VII to Pope
Francis
sold to: Pasado y Presente
(Spanish); Payot & Rivage
(French)

Lepanto. The battle of the
three empires
sold to: Pasado y Presente
(Spanish); Flammarion
(French); Alfa (Turkish); 
Ginkgo (Chinese Simplified)

The Day of the Barbarians:
sold to: Atlantic (English
UK); Bloomsbury (English 
US); Ariel (Spanish); Flam-
marion (French); Agerings
(Swedish); Liberdade (Portu-
guese/Brazil)



The Die is Cast
Caesar and the capitulation of Rome

Luca Fezzi

The crossing of a small stream in northern Italy
became one of ancient history's most pivotal
events: Caesar crossed the Rubicon, Pompey
left Rome, the Republic was doomed.

One of the most important chapters of ancient
Rome told with the mastery of a great historian.

49 BC began with an ultimatum: the Senate ordered Julius Caesar, conqueror of
Gaul, to disband his troops. Caesar’s answer was swift and in the negative: early
one unspecified morning between 10 and 14 January, he crossed the Rubicon at the
head of a squadron of soldiers and occupied Rimini, thereby violating the ancient
edict banning anyone from leading an army beyond Italian borders without permis-
sion. 17 January witnessed an episode that was less celebrated but no less decisive 
in triggering the civil war set to permanently alter Rome’s fate: Pompey, informed 
of Caesar’s move, ordered the entire political élite to leave Rome. An unpreceden-
ted decision never to be repeated: in its long history, Rome had always defended
itself, with mixed success. Now, for the first time, the city was abandoned. 

What happened in those terrible days? How was the momentous decision reached?
In order to answer these question, we need to take a step back and reconstruct the 
institutional and political turmoil that, in the years leading up to this moment, had 
transformed the res publica into a worn-out, indefensible system.

Luca Fezzi (1974) is professor of Roman History at the University of Padua and au-
thor of: Falsification of Public Documents in the Late Republican Era (133-31 BC); The
Clodius Tribune; Rome’s Regret. Res publica, ‘Neo-Roman’ freedoms and Benjamin
Constant, at the start of the third millennium; Catiline. The War Inside Rome; Political
Models of Ancient Rome; The Corrupt. An inquiry by Marcus Tullius Cicero.  

368 pages 
Publication Nov17

“A single day can define an
entire age”. This may have
been on Julius Caesar’s mind
when he chose to cross the
Rubicon. 



1459. Lorenzo de’ Medici, barely ten years old, is sent by his family to Ferrara as 
Florence’s ambassador to duke Borso D’Este. Like emperor Frederick III, who 
passed through the city, he is struck by the young boy’s uncommon intellectual 
maturity. 

1469.  Lorenzo, now 20, marries Clarice Orsini, descended from an ancient, power-
ful line of Roman barons. The marriage seals Lorenzo’s place in society: he now has 
the warewithal to rule Florence. As a young man of great genius and many talents
– he is an artist, a musician and an expert on ancient art, not to mention an excel-
lent diplomat – Lorenzo rids himself of the low profile his grandfather and father
Piero had scrupulously maintained. 

1478. Lorenzo is at the peak of his fortune. Undisputed ‘signore’ of Florence, al-
though the city prides itself on being a Republic, he is a welcome guest at every Ita-
lian court and has made an excellent match that ensures his succession. Yet a series 
of mistakes committed in the recent past threaten to unseat him. He faces hostility 
from the new Pope, Sixtus IV, who releases the Medici from their lucrative position 
as papal bankers; hatred from Volterra, exploited for its natural resources; venge-
ance from the Pazzi family, who have grown in power and now represent a formi-
dable rival. 

256 pages 
Pubication Nov17

Barbara Frale and Franco 
Cardini are historical 
consultants of  The Medici 
series.

War on the Medici
Lorenzo and the Pazzi Consiprancy

Franco Cardini - Barbara Frale

Franco Cardini has covered the history of the relationship 
between Europe and the Muslim world for decades. He is 
emeritus professor at the 'Institute of Human and Social 
Sciences', Directeur de Recherches at the 'École des Hautes 
Études en Sciences Sociales' in Paris and a fellow at Harvard 
University. Laterza publications include: Europe and Islam. 
Hi-story of a misunderstanding; The Turk in Vienna. History of 
the great siege of 1683;     Caliph, terror and history;”Islam is a 
threat” False!. 

The envy towards a man who appeared 
constantly blessed by fortune, a ruthless 
conspiracy, a tragic epilogue. 

Two leading historians tell the story of a bloody 
conspiracy targeting the Medici family. Giuliano 
fell victim to it. His brother Lorenzo, at the 
height of his power, escaped with his life but 
embarked on a war that would ultimately 
destroy him.

Barbara Frale, medieval historian and expert in ancient docu-
ments, is an official at the Secret Vatican Archives. She has
worked for various Italian newspapers and broadcasters and
on historical reports and documentaries. Her most recent pu-
blications include: The Shroud of Jesus of Nazareth (Maverick
House); The secret language of  Gods (Mondadori); The Great
rejection, great deception. The true story behind pope Celestine
V’s resignation (UTET); A journey through Templar Rome (Il
Mulino); State crimes. The defamation of the Templars (Giunti).
For Laterza, The dark legend of the Templars.



Why is this kind of project so relevant today? Because we are living in a time when 
isolationist impulses are strong and forceful throughout the world, when 
globalisation is seen as a threat and people try to put up walls and fences, real and 
imagined, to defend ‘national’ interests. The European unification project seems 
on the verge of imploding. Faced with Brexit, Putin, Trump and Le Pen our small, 
ancient world seems to be falling apart, leaving us chasing the elusive ideal of 
tradition and isolated identity. That said, history can be a powerful antidote, 
demonstrating that none of the challenges we're facing today are new. It brings 
the complexities and the benefits of Italy’s relationship with the world into stark 
relief. It reveals the inconsistency of the dreams of those who wish to ignore that 
we live in a world of landings and departures. Above all, it helps us to understand 
that, when we have confined ourselves within territorial limits and lost sight of our 
position in space, our history has entered long, disastrous periods of decline that 
have caused Italy, as if by magic, to drop off the maps.

Andrea Giardina is one of the Italian most respected historians. Professor of 
Roman history at the 'Scuola Normale Superiore' of Pisa, he is president of the
‘Giunta centrale per gli studi storici’, member of the ‘Accademia dei Lincei’ and 
president of the ‘Comité international des sciences historiques’. Laterza 
publications include: Roman Italy. Stories of incomplete identity and the myth of 
Rome. From Charlemagne to Mussolini (with A. Vauchez) and as editor Roman 
Society and Slave Production (with A. Schiavone, 3 volumes), Roman Society and 
Late Antiquity (4 volumes), The Roman Man, translated all over the world. 

752 pages
Publication Nov17

170 historians under the 
leadership of Andrea 
Giardina, one the most 
respected historians in 
Italy.

L’Historie mondiale de la 
France (Ed. du Seuil), 
edited by Patrick 
Boucheron, caused a huge 
stir in France, selling 
100.000 copies in two 
months and led to a 
heated debate involving 
scholars and media, public 
opinion and eventually 
the political sphere.

World History of Italy

edited by Andrea Giardina

Italy as it has never been discussed before

5000 years in 170 steps, from the similaun men 
to Lampedusa, to discover Italy from a global 
perspective. An ambitious and joyously 
polyphonic mission, which combines the 
pleasure of a non-conventional search with 
that of good writing. The result? A history that 
provokes, surprises and broadens our 
horizons.



Who was Solomon Gurevic? What prompted his decision to kill Stalin in the midst 
of a celebration? 
A big selection of new documents from archives which were opened to the public 
after the collapse of the USSR provides a fresh take on the dramatic history of 
1927. In this book, the celebration of the 10 year anniversary of the revolution be-
comes an opportunity to take stock and look back in time. 
As far back as 1927, the failure of Bolshevik ideals and the betrayal of the 
millenarian promise of redem-ption for the humble had already become evident.

Maria Ferretti, specialised in Russian 20th century history, teaches at the Univer-
sity of Tuscia and collaborates with various international research groups, 
including the 'Centre russe of the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences 
Sociales' (Paris). Her research centres on two main issues: historical memory in 
Soviet and post Communist Russia and the complex web of relations between 
society and power that marks the inception of the Stalinist regime.

224 pages 
Publication Feb18

An episode forgotten for a 
long time, an archive 
fragment: a sweeping tale 
of the history of the 
Russian revolution, built 
around the disillusionment 
of a young man, the 
“prototype” of a 
generation seduced and 
ultimately stifled by the 
dream of a new world.

The boy who wanted to
kill Stalin 

Maria Ferretti

Moscow, 12 March 1927. The Nol’soi theatre is 
celebrating the 10th anniversary of the 
February revolution. Young Solomon Gurevic 
stands at the door, ticket in hand. He moves 
forward into the crowded theatre, a gun in his 
pocket. He has reached a fateful decision: he 
will kill Stalin. 



Ancient ruins look like spaceships resting on the top of a hill, on a street or behind a 
fence. Other ruins are housed in museums, on plinths or inside crystal cases. They 
are fragments of fragments, closed and inaccessible, made all the more mysterious 
by the signs and bright lights. Without willing it, they have suffered war and de-
struction, score settling and revenge, censure and rehabilitation; they have been 
shrouded in dishonour and touched by glory. They are the stones of scandal and 
passion, a stage on which events are played out and a hall of mirrors. They lead a 
life which is often topsy turvy. These eleven accounts tell of adored, claimed 
statues; bloodied and bombed ruins; remains that have been freed and purged of 
their uncomfortable, shameful history; betrayed ruins and mendacious 
monuments; contested spaces and gifted, emulated temples; exemplary cases and 
paragons of virtue. 

Emanuele Papi is an archaeologist. He teaches at the University of Siena and is the 
director of the 'Italian Archaeological School' in Athens. He has conducted 
several digs and research projects in Rome, Athens, Egypt, Greece and Morocco. 
He has written about the Ancient Mediterranean and the societies, cities and 
economy of the Roman Empire. His last book is Olivia Revixit (with L. Bigi, 
Pandemos 2015). 

176 pages
Publication Nov17

Archaeology is not just a 
scientific discipline: it is 
also an extraordinary 
compound of adventures 
and people. The proof is in 
the pages of this book.

Tales: 
- Dynamite in the Forum
(Rome) 
- The mysterious death of
Herbert Fletcher DeCou (Cy-
rene, Libya) 
- Pompeii, year zero (Pom-
peii, Italy)
- Vogue amongst the ruins
(Nemrut, Turkey) 
- The gift of the Nile (Egypt)
- A million dollars (Athens,
Greece) 
- Messalina in comics
(Rome, Italy) 
- Bulldozers in Persepolis
(Persepolis, Iran) 
- Prisoners in Volubilis 
(Volubi-lis, Marocco)
- Grapes for the Sybil 
(Delphi, Greece)

Stones of Scandal
Ten archeaological adventures

Emanuele Papi

Ruins, statues and images of antiquity have a
life after death, a double (or triple or multiple!)
life, which is sometimes long, sometimes short
or intermittent. 

Ten remarkable tales about the most 
important archaeological sites at the 
four corners of the Mediterranean.  



The Peloponnesian war is in full swing, and Athens is on the verge of defeat at the 
hands of Sparta. Tensions are running high: the aristocratic party wants to surren-
der and embrace the constitution of the winners. But the Democrats are 
determined to resist the invader and defend Pericles’ constitution to the bitter 
end. Cleophon is the leader of the democratic faction - a passionate opponent of 
the oligarchy - and the man to beat. Playwrights are extremely influential in this 
stormy political setting: they have close ties with pressure groups bent on bringing 
down the democratic regime. Comedy passes itself off as a mouthpiece for the 
‘silent majority’ of those who
do not attend popular assemblies, inciting them to rise up against their leaders, 
whom it depicts as heinous demagogues. Aristophanes, the comic writer, is a real 
political agitator. He is extremely skilled in presenting himself as the protector of 
the people, while actually acting of behalf of those who wish to undermine popular 
power. The most revealing episode appears in The Frogs, in which Aristophanes 
casts aside his poetic mask and dispenses with all theatrical illusion in a mock poli-
tical rally where he calls for Cleophon to be sentenced.  

Luciano Canfora is  Emeritus Professor at Bari University. He edits the Quaderni di
Storia series and writes for daily newspaper Il Corriere della Sera. His works publi-
shed by Laterza, which have been widely translated all around the world, include: 
Julius Caesar. The Democratic Dictator; Critique of Democratic Rhetoric; Democracy.
History of an Ideology; The Eye of Zeus. The Misadventure of Democracy; The First 
March on Rome; The Nature of Power; The World of Athens; The Crisis of Utopia. 
Aristophanes vs Plato; Augustus Son of God; Thucydides. Lies, misdemeanours, 
punishment.

512 pages
Published

Theatre in Athens had 
strong political 
connotations and 
Aristophanes has a lot to 
teach us today, in a world 
where political debate is 
increasingly adopting 
comic and satirical rhetoric. 

Other recent titles:

The World of Athens
sold to: Anagrama (Spa-
nish); Companhia das Letras
(Portuguese in Brazil)

Giulio Cesare. 
The Democratic Dictator
sold to: Flammarion
(French); Liberdade (Portu-
guese in Brazil); Ariel (Spa-
nish); Editura All (Romanian)

The Crisis of Utopia
sold to: Fondo/Argentina
(Spanish)

Cleophon Must Die

Luciano Canfora

What happens when a 
comedian tries his hand at politics?

What does “the people” mean in democracy?

These questions are at the heart of Luciano
Canfora’s new book, which tells the story of

Athens’ most prominent comic playwright, Ari-
stophanes, who brought about the sentencing

of the last leader of the Athenian democracy.



What stories and what ways of telling them characterised mass culture? 
And how did counter-culture gradually take on its own mass appeal? 
This book is an historical journey like no other into the cultural entertainment 
industry, comparing essential US productions to EU contributions. 
The first part of the book takes a sweeping look at mass culture and its rich symbo-
lic and political repertoire, from the ‘30s to today. But there were those who 
refused to settle for the ethical and narrative comforts of the mainstream: there 
was a high demand for an alternative. Between the mid-‘50s and mid-‘70s, a 
proper counter-culture was born, centring on rock music. This is counter-culture, 
which left a strong mark on the stories and sensibilities that inhabited it. It is the 
subject of the second half of the book. 

Table of Contents

Part One. Over the Rainbow
Cultural industry and mass culture – Mainstream narratives – Counter-narratives in 
music: blues, hillbilly, folk – A young, restless world – Proof of normalisation – “Popular 
music”
Part Two. The Times They are a-Changin’
Rock and roll – Beat generation – I want to hold your hand – Feed your Head! – Rock sounds
and lyrics – Planet alignment

Alberto Mario Banti is one of Italy’s foremost historians. 
He teaches contemporary history at the University of Pisa. His most recent 
publications include The Nation of Risorgimento (Turin 2000) and The Honour of the 
Nation (Torino 2005). With Laterza he published: Italian Risorgimento (2004); The 
Contemporary Age. From the Revolutions of the Eighteenth Century to Imperialism 
(2009); The Contemporary Age. From the Great War to Today (2009); The Issues of 
the Contemporary Age (2010); In the Name of Italy. Risorgimento in Testimonies, 
Documents and Images (2010); Eros and Virtue (2016).

608 pages
Publication Oct 17

An imposing historical 
journey that takes in mass 
culture and counter-culture 
in the West from the ‘30s 
to today. 

Other recent titles:

Eros and Virtue.
Aristocratic and Bourgeois
Women from Watteau to
Manet 
sold to: Alma Editeur
(French)

Wonderland
Mass culture from Walt Disney to Pink Floyd

Alberto Mario Banti

Once upon a time there was Wonderland, a 
land of fantastic tales told with the most 
powerful communication tools to an ever 
bigger, ever more attentive audience: novels, 
radio, TV, cinema, music, comics offered 
entertainment, thrills, relief, consolation. This 
world had its most powerful manifestation in 
the XX century United States, transforming the 
cultural industry into one of the most powerful 
instruments of American soft power over 
Europe and most of the World. 



Alessandro Barbero: Napoleon and the art of war, from 
Lev Tolstoj’s War and Peace.
Tolstoj was a career official. He fought in Crimea and was fa-
miliar with soldiers and armies: his novel is a unique testi-
mony, realistic yet visionary, on men, arms, and the techni-
ques, rules and art of war in the time of Napoleon.

Emilio Gentile: the collapse of the West, from Henry 
Miller’s Tropic of Cancer.
Condemned as obscene pornography, the Tropic of Cancer 
caused an instant sensation and was banned outside of 
France for almost 30 years. It gave rise to a global literary de-
bate: Miller was not outrageous because he narrated the ob-
scene, but because he described himself as a happy man 
while depicting the collapse of a civilisation.

Alessandro Portelli: the racism of white people, from Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe.
A novel that is often misunderstood. Tom encourages and 
helps two fellow slaves to escape, and sacrifices his life rather 
than betray them. In any other context, we would dub him a 
resistance hero – certainly not “uncle Tom”.

Alberto Banti: bourgeois morals, from Gustave Flaubert’s 
Madame Bovary.
Emma wants to give birth to a boy, because “at least a man 
has his freedom. A woman is constantly frustrated”. 
Madame Bovary is an eloquent diagnosis of what it means 
to be a woman according to prevailing morals.

Lucy Riall: Garibaldi in Sicily, from The Leopard by 
Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa. The Leopard is considered 
the most important account of the unification of Sicily with 
the rest of Italy. In fact, its author had very different 
ambitions for his novel, and the text itself has many layers of 
meaning.

Alessandra Tarquini: the resistance between myth and rea-
lity, from Beppe Fenoglio’s Johnny the Partisan.
Johnny is a student who, after 8 September 1943, chooses al-
most by accident, to take up the partisan fight. A novel about 
identity-building and nation-building: from disillusion about 
the war and fascism to the rediscovery of democratic values 
worth fighting and risking one’s life for.

Andrea Graziosi: the terror machine, from Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn’s Archipelago Gulag.
Begun in 1958 but published in 1973, this 'narrative investiga-
tion essay', based on over 200 firsthand accounts, changed 
the face of the XX century. Solzhenitsyn reconstructs the ge-
nesis and defines features of the repressive Soviet system 
from 1917 to the uprisings of 1952-1954.

Salvatore Lupo: the American Mafia, from Mario 
Puzo’s The Godfather
Mario Puzo started to map out The Godfather in 1966, follo-
wing Joe Valachi’s momentous confession that revealed the 
existence of a US Cosa Nostra. The book tells the story from
the godfather’s point of view, depicting the Mediterranean as
a motherland, with a culture that defends natural institutions
like the family. ‘Mafiosi’ evoke a sense of honour, friendship
and a set of rules – a bewitching and deceptive mythology
that endures beyond the world of fiction.

Anna Foa: Jews, Zionists and partisans, from If Not Now, 
When by Primo Levi
The plot is based on a true story: a band of Russian and Polish 
Jews fights its own partisan war against Nazi invaders, span-
ning the whole of Europe. They are Jewish partisans from the 
East who encounter the non-Jewish world during the conflict 
and later as refugees in an inhospitable Europe.

9 Novels over Time
When Literature talks about History

Nine eminent historians trace and interpret 
notable events, characters and lifestyles 

through the pages of nine of the greatest 
novels of all time.

224 pages 
Publication Nov17



At the height of an extraordinary phase of global development, humanity is under-
going a serious crisis of solidarity. Everyone thinks only of him or herself: the family 
has become a place in which to achieve – where possible – one’s personal happi-
ness. Communities are weakened; cities are a place in which economic inequality
takes on its most violent forms; the poor have become an issue of urban decorum;
immigration engenders fear and intolerance. We have gone from the just recogni-
tion of the rights of man to a sort of “egocracy”. Faced with the need for internali-
sed self-reference, we are forced to chose, decide, want and reinvent. On our own. 
The result is an unsustainable void. As a result, depression has become the most 
common, significant functional disorder of postmodernity. It is the expression of a 
widespread sense of unease, a cry for help and a need to be heard. And yet we are 
still in time to channel all our passion into launching a new culture, a new dream, a 
new vision based on a shared appreciation of the common good.

Vincenzo Paglia, a theology, philosophy and pedagogy graduate, is the President of 
the Pontifical Council for the Family. Spiritual advisor for the 'Comunità di Sant’Egidio' 
he is also an active member of the “Uomini e Religioni” association. His efforts 
towards peace earned him the Gandhi prize from UNESCO, the Mother Teresa prize 
from Albania and the Ibrahim Rugova prize from Kosovo. He has authored books on 
religion and society, including, To a Friend Who Doesn’t Believe (Piemme 2013) and 
Sister Death. The dignity of living and dying (Piemme 2016).

176 pages 
Publication Oct17

Vincenzo Paglia is one of
the most trusted and 
respected voices of the 
Italian Church. 

The Collapse of ‘Us’

Vincenzo Paglia

We are constantly connected. However, this 
does not mean that we are truly bonding with 
each other. Today, we find ourselves more 
lost and alone than ever. 

An unresigned take on the most pressing issue
of today: the crisis of relationships. 



Populism is a political and social simplification, in that it views society as divided 
into two monolithic, rival blocs: the people and the élites. This simplified view 
leaves no room for mediation, as the middle ground (associations, parties, trade 
unions) is populism’s worst enemy. Populism loves direct democracy, and
anything that stands in its way (élites, foreigners, EU and state bureaucracy) au-
tomatically becomes its rival. And yet the reasons that drive it aren’t baseless: it 
stems from the loss of credibility of our leading classes, and from the welfare 
state’s inability to protect wide swathes of the population from the changes 
wrought by globalisation and technological progress. We need to develop innova-
tive solutions, putting an end to special treatment for those in power and ensuring 
that social protection is better equipped to reach those who really need it. 

Tito Boeri, President of Inps since 2015, was a senior economist at the OECD for 10
years before becoming a consultant for the IMF, the World Bank and the EU Com-
mission. He teaches Labour Economics at Bocconi University. Recent publications
include: Against youth, with V. Galasso (Mondadori 2007); The crisis is not the same
for everyone (Rizzoli 2009); Zero cost reforms, with P. Garibaldi (Chiarellettere 
2011); I’ll stick to talking about football (Il Mulino 2012).

64 pages
Published

A structured analysis of a 
key question for the future 
of our world. 

Tito Boeri looks beyond the 
most simplistic 
interpretations of the 
phenomenon and reminds 
us that the main targets of 
populism, the EU and 
migrants, are resources 
rather than enemies.

Populism and
Welfare State

Tito Boeri

The only way to fight populism is by 
understanding what lies behind it. 

Populism has become a fashionable subject, 
but this essay is a departure from existing lite-
rature on the issue, in part because it seeks to 
understand populist arguments (above all the 

frustration of people marginalised by globalisa-
tion) and also because it provides concrete so-
lutions to counter it -  such as the institution of 
a “common European social protection code”.



We've always viewed imperialism as strictly linked to modernity. Mario Liverani 
proves that this is not the case. An empire is a political and territorial formation 
that aims to continually expand its borders and gain control (through direct or 
indirect conquest) of the rest of the world, until there is nowhere left to go. Its 
‘mission’ is an ideal project based on political (quasi-theological) theory, and it 
takes the shape of idealized principles. These vary with time, fluctuating between 
religious and civil fundamentalism. Its ideological justification is also susceptible to 
change, with one constant: all people and states with expansionist designs have 
practical goals, but only the ones sustained by a strong ideology (religious, military 
etc.) are capable of putting these goals into practice. Now that despotic ‘empires of 
evil’ have made a comeback in the East, can Assyria be considered an imperial 
prototype?

Mario Liverani is Emeritus Professor of Near Eastern History at La Sapienza 
University in Rome, and has held courses in many US and European Universities. He 
worked on archaeological sites in Syria (Ebla), Turkey (Arslantepe) and Libya (Aca-
cus). His publications with Laterza include: War and Diplomacy in the Ancient East 
(1994); Uruk, the First City (1998); Beyond the Bible. Ancient History of Israel (2003); 
The Ancient Near East. History, Society, Economy (2011); Imagining Babylon. The an-
cient eastern city (2013) that won the Zayed Book Award for Arabic Culture in Other 
Languages.

384 pages/ with Illustrations
Published

Sold to: Editorial Trotta
(Spanish)

Other recent titles:

Imagining Babylon. The 
Ancient Eastern City
(Zayed Book Award for 
Ara-bic Culture in Other 
Langua-ges)
sold to: Kalima (Arab); De 
Grutyer (English); Bellaterra 
(Spanish)

The Ancient Near East 
sold to: Routledge (English)

Assyria
The prehistory of imperialism

Mario Liverani

Imperialism is a policy of dominion through 
exploitation. We think of it as a modern 
phenomenon, the consequence of economic 
and financial monopolies. Instead, its 
beginning can be traced back to Ancient 
Assyria.



There was a time when Marxism was an obligatory point of reference for any philo-
sophical and political debate: those years saw the biggest victories for ‘Western 
Marxism’, which presented itself in stark contrast to its Eastern counterpart, accu-
sed of being a state ideology that propped up ‘Socialist’ regimes in Eastern Europe 
and Asia. Indeed, 20th century Communism contributed to the disintegration of 
the global colonial complex rather than creating a radically new social system. An 
extraordinary result that Western Marxism failed adequately to understand. Hence 
its crisis and collapse. If it is to be revived, it must examine the anticolonial 
revolution and answer three key questions: what has the global anticolonial 
uprising meant in terms of freedom and emancipation? How is the clash between 
colonialism and anticolonialism played out today? What relationship was there 
between the anticolonial and anticapitalist struggles? Losurdo puts these 
questions to the great authors of the 20th century – from Bloch, Lukács, Adorno, 
Foucault to Agamben, Badiou and Žižek – in a heated debate that combines 
historical reconstruction and philosophical enquiry. 

Domenico Losurdo is an emeritus professor at the University of Urbino. His widely
translated publications include: Historical Revisionism. Problems and myths; The
Original Sin of the 20th Century; Liberalism: A Counter-History; Class Struggle. A poli-
tical and philosophical history; The Non Violence. A history beyond the mith. For La-
terza he has also edited Hegel’s Historical and Political Writings and the Communist
Manifesto by Marx and Engels.

220 pages
Published

Sold to: Editorial Trotta (Spanish) 
Boitempo (Portuguese/Brazil)

Other Recent titles:

War and Revolution sold to: 
Verso Books (English); 
Boitempo (Portuguese/Brazil); 
Prosvjeta (Croatian)

The Class Struggle. A political 
and philosophical history sold 
to: Delga (French); Luciole 
(Korean); Intervencion Cultural 
(Spanish); Papyrossa (German); 
A/Synechia (Greek); Boitempo 
(Portuguese/Brazil); Ayrinti 
(Turkish); Chongqing (Chinese 
simplified)

Liberalism. A Counter-History
sold to: Verso (English); La 
Decouverte (French); Epo 
(Dutch); Pinar (Turkish); Into 
Kustannus (Finnish); Tact
(Romanian); Shanghai Sanhui 
(Chinese simplified); 
Internvencion Cultural (Spanish)

Western Marxism
How it was born, how it died 

and how it can rise again

Domenico Losurdo

What does it mean to be communist today?

Western Marxism has been afflicted by a form 
of myopia, not realising that the wind of  

revolution was blowing  from Russia towards 
the Third World, joining national revolutions

against Western imperialism.



Mankind has viewed the gorilla in very different ways through the ages. The first
account of an encounter with the extraordinary mammal dates back to the IV cen-
tury AC, when Carthaginian navigator Hanno first committed the word designating
the biggest primate to writing. At the start of the XX century, Russian captain von
Beringe saw it as a fierce, dangerous animal. It would later escape extinction, beco-
ming Dian Fossey’s ‘gorilla in the mist’, not to mention the towering star of cult
films. In 1994, one of the three countries inhabited by the Gorilla beringei, Rwanda,
was the scene of one of the 20th century’s greatest tragedies, the Tutsi geno-cide.
Men, like primates, were at risk of extinction. Many of the earliest, mostviolent
massacres were played out in the national park between the Karisimbi and Visoke
volcanoes. Twenty-five years later, men and gorillas are finding new, mutually
beneficial ways of living together: the former guarantee the survival of the latter in
exchange for the income generated by ecotourism. This book is the result of
months of research in archives and in many Rwandan villages.

Pietro Veronese is a journalist and long-time correspondent for La Repubblica in
Africa. Laterza publications include: Africa. Reportages (1999).

288 pages 
Publication Jan 18

In the footsteps of 
gorillas, in the shadow of 
primordial forests and 
snowy volcanoes. 

Gorillas and Men

Pietro Veronese

Gorillas have long appealed to the imagination 
of the homo sapiens. They possess fearsome 
height, fierce independence and a striking level 
of intelligence that allows them to 
communicate in gestures and use objects. 

A journey through the ages to discover the se-
crets of this mysterious animal and its 
relationship with man.



It really was the trip of a lifetime. It was not the same as visiting London, New York
or Marrakech. It was a journey lasting months, which left you thinner, diffe-rent,
transformed, slower. It was another time (half a century ago); the destina-tion was
far beyond the horizon and the traveling conditions were less than comfortable.
There were no aeroplanes, credit cards, cell phones, B&Bs: just a few traveller’s
cheques, broken-down telegraph offices, hostels and gastro-intestinal diseases
lying in wait.It wasn’t driven by work, or by a desire to make one’s fortune, or even
by the spi-rit of the Grand Tour that led English 19th century poets to meditate on
the tran-sience of youth. It was an inner quest for spirituality, meditation and un-
bounded knowledge – a reaction against the materialistic, ompetitive and violent
lifestyle of the West. Emanuele Giordana draws from his account jotted down back
in the day on a no-tebook recently rescued from the dust – a true test of his me-
mory – and comes to grips with the transformations undergone by countries that,
at the end of the Cold War era, were torn apart by conflict.  A book for those who
were 20 back then, for those who have never made the journey or for those who
still wish they could. 

Emanuele Giordana, a reporter and a writer, has been the president of Afgana, a
research and support association for Afghan civil society, since 2016. Co-founder of
Lettera22, former director of the environmentalist monthly magazine Terra and the
EcoRadio channel, he presented the Radio3 Mondo programme and runs The Great
Game blog. He writes for Il Manifesto and Internazionale. Recent publications in-
clude, Afghanistan. The crossroads of war at Asia’s gates (2007); Kabul Diary. Notes
from a city on the front line and Two Pacifists and a General, with Ritanna Armeni.
Among Laterza works: The Human Shot. A journey through photo-journalism from
Budapest to New York with Mario Dondero.

138 pages/with Illustrations
Published

A trip back to the 70s and
the legendary route going
all the way from Milan to to
Kabul, Benares, Goa and the
temples in the Kahmandu
valley.

Stages of the journey: 
Milan - Yugoslavia - Greece-
Istanbul - Teheran - Kabul -
Peshawar - Delhi - Benares -
Rihikesh - Sharamsala - Goa
- Varkala - Kathmandy -
Thailand - Indonesia - Mar-
rakech

Journey to Eden
From Milan to Kathmandu

Emanuele Giordana

The Iran of free opium, the Kabul 
of mini skirts and cinemas, the India of holy men. 

And, at the very end, Kathmandu. 

One book captures an entire generation’s journey



Simply Diabolical
100 new philosophical stories

Cardinal Virtues

100 trenchant philosophical tales 
designed to surprise us and put our 
intelligence to the test

Following the global success of Insur-
mountable Simplicity. 39 philosophical
tales, which was translated into 9 lan-
guages, Casati and Varzi are back to
challenge us with more of their stories

Roberto Casati is Research Director at the
CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scien-
tifique), Institut Nicod dell’École Normale Su-
périeure in Paris. His publications with Laterza
include: The Wasserman Case and Other Meta-
phisical Accidents (2006); The Discovery of Sha-
dow (2008); Against Digital Colonialism (2013).

Achille C. Varzi is a professor of philosophy at
Columbia University. His publications with La-
terza include: Onthology (2005); Metaphisics.
Contemporary Classics (2008); The World in
Focus (2010); Tribulations of Philosophy - with
Claudio Calosi (2014).

232 pages/Published

How did Greek and Christian philoso-
phers describe the cardinal virtues? 
How have they been reinterpreted in 
modern times?

Four prominent Italian philosophers 
lead us on a tour through past and pre- 
sent discovering the meaning of those 
virtues:

PRUDENCE - Remo Bodei
FORTITUDE - Michela Marzano
JUSTICE - Salvatore Veca
TEMPERANCE - Giulio Giorello

88 pages/Published

Roberto Casati - Achille Varzi Bodei - Giorello - Marzano - Veca



Synodal Church Francis of Assisi 
The Denied Story

A Synod, or a council, is a place where a 
new consensus of the faithful is formed. 
This happens when historical change 
demands that the gospel be relayed in a 
different way. This was the reasoning 
behind the Vatican II ecumenical coun- 
cil, celebrated 50 years ago, as well as 
the synod that recently reformed Ca- 
tholic teachings on family. Yet synodical 
tradition dates back a long way, to the 
early days of the church. It has always 
been the case – although it was only 
formalised between late antiquity and 
the Middle Ages – for the Church that 
“that which benefits all should be deba- 
ted by all”. But what does the future 
hold for synods? 

Giuseppe Ruggieri has taught Theology at the Uni-
versity Gregoriana and Urbaniana in Rome and at
the University of Tübingen. He is currently the direc-
tor of the “Cristianesimo nella Storia” (‘Christianity
in History’) magazine at the Institute for Religious
Sciences in Bologna. Laterza publications include
First Theology Lesson - translated into French by
Editions du Cerf. 

280 pages/Published

A new portrait of Francis re-emerges
out of the dark depths into which hi-
story had pushed it. 
On the basis of sources still not recogni-
sed as official and largely unknown to
the wider public, Chiara Mercuri recon-
structs the life and teachings of a diffe-
rent Francis. The new portrait that
emerges is that of an assertive and pas-
sionate man, who knew how to be in-
transigent and was scared of solitude.

Chiara Mercuri specialised in Medieval History
in France. She is the author of several scientific
studies, including a book on the relic of the
thorn crown, translated into French with the
title Saint Louis et la couronne d’épines (Rive-
neuve 2011), which was awarded the presti-
gious Prize of the Académie des Inscriptions et
Belles-Lettres.

Giuseppe Ruggieri Chiara Mercuri

228 pages/Published

Sold to: Edhasa (Spanish) - Loyola (Portuguese/Brazil)



Fear Tactics
Terrorism and terrorists

What is terrorism? Who is a terrorist? 
Are Syrian opposition forces patriots or
terrorists? Should we call the people
who attempted a coup in Turkey in July
2016 conspirators or terrorists? While
the international community broadly
agrees on the definition of the crime of
terrorism, differences of opinion remain
as to what makes individuals, groups or
movements ‘terrorists’. 
From the Terror of the French Revolu-
tion to the self-destructive nihilism of
young European terrorists, a fresh take
on the many faces of terror, from its
causes to its practical applications. 

Rosario Aitala, a magistrate, is Advisor on interna-
tional and legal affairs to the Speaker of the Senate
and a lecturer in criminal law at the University of
Naples and Rome. He writes for “Limes” magazine.
He has lived and worked in Albania, the Balkans, Af-
ghanistan and Latin America, focusing on the insti-
tutional reconstruction of constitutional and legal
systems, on international criminal law and on Ma-
fias and terrorism. 

160 pages/Publication Jan18

Rosario Aitala

Short guide for parents 3.0
How to use a tablet in your family

Does the use of tablets aid or damage
memory? Does it improve or hinder our
children’s ability to learn? 
The author looks at the effects that
using our tablets, smartphones and
computers every day has on certain co-
gnitive functions of our brain – atten-
tion-span, memory, learning ability,
decision-making, time management
and sociability – and creates a small
scientific guide to a conscious, intelli-
gent use of digital technology, which
can be invaluable to our children’s edu-
cation and – dare we say it – ours. 

Elena Pasquinelli is an associate researcher in co-
gnitive sciences at the Institut Jean Nicod of the
Ecole normale supérieure in Paris. She studied phi-
losophy and currently focuses on the science of the
brain, the mind and behaviour, and its applications
in the field of education. Her publications include:
L’illusion de réalité (Paris 2012); Mon cerveau, ce
héros. Mythes et réalité (Paris 2015, Ministry of Re-
search prize: Le gout des sciences 2016). 

192 pages/Published

Elena Pasquinelli



The Battle of 
Montaperti

Two rival cities, Siena and Florence.
Two warring factions, the Guelfs and
the Ghibellines. The clash of two po-
wers: Empire and Church. All these con-
flicts came to a head on 4 September
1260 in Montaperti. 

Montaperti represented the point of hi-
ghest tension between the two rival ci-
ties of Siena and Florence. Yet it sent far
wider ripples, with consequences for
the Pope, the Empire and the Kingdom
of Sicily, and influenced the policies in-
troduced by Manfredi as far afield as his
Byzantine lands. It was an almighty
clash. 

Duccio Balestracci teaches medieval history
and civilisation at the University of Siena.
Among his recent Laterza’s publications: Wea-
pons, Horses, Gold. Giovanni Acuto and war-
lords in 14th century Italy (2003) and Unknown
Lands and Strange People. Medieval travellers’
tales (2008).

250 pages/Published

Duccio Balestracci

1917: the year that changed the course
of history of the 20th century
A new way of telling history: the world
in a year, month by month, from Tsar
Nicholas II’s abdication to the Balfour
Declaration. 

Angelo D’Orsi is professor of History of Politi-
cal Thought at the University of Turin. He is di-
rector of journals “Historia Magistra. Rivista di
storia critica” and “Gramsciana. Rivista inter-
nazionale di studi su Antonio Gramsci”. Among
his publications: Culture in Turin in between the
Two Wars (Einaudi, 2000); Twentieth Century
Italian Intellectuals (Einaudi, 2001); Scholars at
War. The Seduction of War on Intellectuals from
Adua to Baghdad (Bollati Boringhieri, 2005);
Guernica 1937. Bombs, Barbarism, Lies (Don-
zelli, 2007); 1989. On how History has Changed
for the Worse (Ponte alle Grazie, 2009).

278 pages/Published

Sold to: Bertrand (Portuguese/Portugal)

1917
The Year of Revolution

Angelo D’Orsi



What is it that makes Andrea Marcolongo’s book on ancient Greek so special that peo-
ple can’t get enough of it? One of the reasons for its great success is definitely the pas-
sion towards a unique language, that is formally dead but at the same time
as alive as ever. 
Far from being a grammar primer, The Brilliant Language is a smart and unexpected
book that catches its readers between the worrying awareness of having missed an op-
portunity and the euphoric feeling of having a second chance.

Andrea Marcolongo studied ancient Greek at the University of Milan. Understanding
ancient Greek has always been an unresolved question for her and she has dedicated
many sleepless nights to answering it. This is her first book.

172 pages
Published

Sold to:
Piper (Germany)
Patakis (Greek)
Taurus (Spanish)
Les Belles Lettres (French)
Wereldbibliotheek (Dutch)
Sandorf (Croatian)
Gradiva (Portuguese)

The Brilliant Language
9 reasons to love ancient greek

Andrea Marcolongo

100.000 copies sold
An editorial case

Andrea Marcolongo seduces us by taking nine linguistic 
idiosyncrasies and turning them into existential enquiries.

New York is an open window

Paolo Cognetti

“This book is the result of numerous trips to New York,  of a
map obtained through the accumulation of notes – filled with
gaps, of books I haven’t read, places I haven’t seen. Besides, if

writing a guide to the most visited city in the world has any
sense at all, the only possible one is that of an incomplete, 

particular and wholly personal tour.”

Paolo Cognetti has lived in New York for a long time. Among his works: A handbook for 
Successful Girls (2004), A Small Thing on the Verge of Exploding (2007) and Sophia Always 
Gets Dressed in Black (2012) published by Minimum Fax. With Eight Mountains (Einaudi -
translated in more than 30 languages) he won the prestigious Strega Prize 2017. 

150 pages
Published



DESIGN AS ART
pp. 256/with Illustrations

The classic, highly original work
in which a great Italian artist, fa-

mous all over the world for his in-
ventive and whimsical creations,
has demolished once and for all
the myth of the artist-divo and

substituted it with the “designer”. 

FANTASIA
pp. 224/with Illustrations

Fantasy, invention and creativity 
in visual communication: is it pos-

sible to understand how these
human faculties work? 

How are they related to intelli-
gence and memory? How can

they be encouraged?

DESIGN AND VISUAL
COMMUNICATION
pp. 384/with Illustrations

What is graphic art? Who are the
designers? How does their creati-

vity work? What the use of te-
chniques and materials? 

An entertaining guide to under-
standing the principles, rules and 

applications of design. 

ARTIST AND DESIGNER
pp. 114/with Illustrations

In extremely lively and entertaining
pages, the theme of the increasin-

gly separation between pure art
and art production - 

inextricabily linked to the industrial
production and 

mass consumption.

Sold to: Penguin Classics (English) - Doosung (Korean) - 
Pyramyd (French) - Janus Rubato (Czech) - 
Aronov (Russian) - d2d (Polish) -  Shanghai 99 Reader's 
Culture Co. (Chinese Simplified)

Sold to: Gustavo Gili (Spanish) - Doosung (Korean) - Edicoes 70
(Portuguese) - Aronov (Russain) - Czuly Barbarzynca Press (Po-
lish)

Sold to: Gustavo Gili (Spanish) - Pyramyd (French) 
- Doosung (Korean) - Edicoes 70 (Portuguese)

Sold to: Beijing Book Paradise (Chinese) - 
Edicoes 70 (Portuguese)

...A PAINTER, 
A DESIGNER, 

AN INVESTIGATOR OF 
NEW ART FORMS.

BRUNO MUNARI 
MARKED A CRUCIAL 

TURNING POINT IN THE
WORLD HISTORY 

OF DESIGN.

NOTHING COMES 
FROM NOTHING
pp. 392/with Illustrations

There is a creative capacity alive 
in everyone of us. Among the

great works by Munari, this is the
book that perhaps makes the rea-
der happiest due to the enchan-

ting demonstration that knowing
how to design something is not

an exclusive and innate gift. 

Sold to: Gustavo Gili (Spanish) - Pyramiyd 
(French)- Doosung (Korean) - Edicoes 70 
(Portuguese)

bruno munari



In Search of Lost Books
Giorgio Van Straten

Sold to: Actes Sud (French); Suhrkamp (German); 
Pushkin Press (English); Pasado y Presente (Spanish); 
Pantheon (Turkish); Giangdong People (Chinese simplified)
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Total Mobilisation
Maurizio Ferraris

Sold to: PUF (French); Herder (Spanish); Edicoes 70 (Portuguese)

The Pope’s Words
Alessandro Barbero

Sold to: Payot e Rivage (French); Pasado y Presente (Spanish)

Book and Freedom
Luciano Canfora

Sold to: Siruela (Spanish)
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Recent Acquisitions_Forthcoming Titles

The Vanquished
Robert Gerwarth

(The Wylie Agency)

To the Hell and Back
Ian Kershaw

(Penguin Books)

The Metamorphosis 
of the World
Ulrich Beck

(Polity Press)

Rethinking Capitalism
Mariana Mazzucato 
Marc Jacobs

(Wiley - Blackwell)

Paul Collier, The Future of Capitalism
(The Wylie Agency)

John Dickie, The Craft
(Andrew Nurnberg)

Esther Duflo - Abhijit Banerjee, Good Economics
(The Wylie Agency)

Le Project Blumkin
Christian Salmon

(La Decouverte)

Post War
Tony Judt

(The Wylie Agency)

Owen Jones, The Politics of Hope
(David Higham)

Johann Chapoutot, La Revolution Culturelle Nazie
(Gallimard)

John Foot, Blood and Power
(Georgina Capel)
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